CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

In this last chapter the some conclusions of the analysis from the previous chapter are concluded and provide in it. The taxonomy of hedges and the reasons of using hedges in buzzfeed.com gossip “Kesha VS Dr. Luke” are included in the conclusion of the research data. From the data analysis, the results are as follows:

The data analysis concluded that the Modal verbs hedges is the highest commonly type of hedges used in Buzzfeed.com gossip “Kesha VS Dr. Luke. The modal verbs hedge found in 25 sentences from the data of this research. The modal verbs hedge in this research has function to deliver the possibilities and some abilities that wrote by the writer of those gossip articles. The writer also used that type of hedge to make their gossip articles is not forceful to discuss about case of “Kesha VS Dr. Luke”.

The analysis also explained that the modal verbs as the highest of hedges used in Buzzfeed.com gossip “Kesha VS Dr. Luke” type of hedges is representing the four reasons of using hedges. The modal verbs is minimizing the “threat-to-face” with not to forceful in delivering the main idea of those gossip articles. Even the modal verb hedge would contained with possibilities, it still make those gossip articles more precise in reporting the case of “Kesha VS Dr. Luke”. Because the would hedge is followed by the believable report from some other parties. Beside minimizing “threat-to-face” and make more precise the gossip articles of “Kesha VS Dr. Luke”, the would hedge also became positive and negative politeness strategies to say “Kesha VS Dr. Luke” gossip article to the readers. By three of the four reasons of using hedges that represented by the modal verb hedge, it concluded that the “Kesha VS Dr. Luke” gossip articles are already conform to established writing style.
5.2 Sugession

The researcher would like to give some suggestions that related to the result of this research. The suggestion are as follows:

The researcher suggested for the another writter, whether in a gossip website or other media to use hedges for some reasons. There are to make an information more comfortable to read, to save the other’s face, to make the article more polite in their writing process, and to minimize the wrong judging to the others.

The researcher also suggested, for the readers who are interested to analyze hedges, to use another kind of the research data. Since the data of this research are gossip articles, it is suggested to another researcher to use different kind of research data, it is like speech texts. It is expected if the hedges analyze keep analyzing as the thesis in Dian Nuswantoro University, the hedges knowledge will be grown up especially for the Dian Nuswantoro University students.

The researcher advises the readers of gossip articles to be more wisely in taking the judgements from gossip articles. Because the hedges which are found in “Kesha VS Dr. Luke” have a function to be bridge between yes or no, it can be concluded that there is no certainty in gossip articles.